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DTAs Available Now
Digital terminal adapters (DTA) are available now! HCC has begun deploying DTAs for all cable
subscribers. The DTAs allow HCC to broadcast the basic cable lineup in an all-digital format.
This means an improved digital picture quality on all channels, and as an added bonus some
local Seattle Networks will be in HD.
The good news is that the DTAs are small, inconspicuous, and have new features. One new
feature is the convenient and modern onscreen guide. DTAs are also HD compatible with an
HDMI output offering the highest quality connection on cable TV equipment. An HCC branded
universal remote control will be provided with each DTA. The simplified remote features RF
technology and the ability to control your TV set. That means the DTA can be tucked away
behind your TV (or put into an entertainment center) while ensuring the remote will still work!
Broadcasting in all digital will allow HCC to discontinue broadcasting analog channels on the
cable system. This frees up valuable space to be used for new services and features. As video
service is evolving, customers are demanding a more interactive experience and a broader
selection. Newer video technology requires faster Internet speeds because they use more data.
Going all digital is the first step towards a better video and internet experience for HCC
customers.
As a special bonus, DTAs will be offered at no charge until the basic cable lineup has been fully
converted to an all-digital platform. After the conversion there will be a nominal fee for some
DTAs. Basic cable customers will receive one complimentary DTA with additional ones being
available for $2.99 per month. Preferred cable customers will be billed for each DTA that they
request.
To get a better picture and the onscreen guide get your DTAs today at either HCC location.
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